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Public Input Summary  
Parole Town Center Master Plan update 
February 2022 

The update of the Parole Urban Design Concept Plan, the master plan guiding 
development in the Parole Growth Management Area, began in 2017 with a series of 
stakeholder input opportunities. Two online surveys and an Open House kicked off the 
planning effort, and each was structured to help participants consider the broad issues 
that inform Town Center master planning and provide meaningful input.  

Launched online on August 15, 2017, the Parole Community Survey gauged demographics 
of respondents and asked what features they appreciate about Parole, what topics are 
most important for the update to focus on, and what their Vision for Parole’s future is. The 
survey ended with an optional geographic component, allowing respondents to place 
location-specific comments on a map. 

The second survey was a Visual Preference survey. Launched on September 6, 2017, the 
Visual Preference survey used Google Streetview images to illustrate various types of 
potential development in Parole in five principal categories: residential development, 
commercial development, parking, bikeways/pedestrian ways, and amenities. 

An Open House on September 6, 2017 offered visitors the opportunity to review 
background graphic information and discuss their thoughts and questions with County and 
City staff.  

The effort to update the master plan was paused in 2018 to allow Long Range Planning 
Staff to focus on updating the County’s General Development Plan, Plan2040, as well as to 
allow time for the Office of Transportation to complete two relevant Parole-area studies to 
help inform the Master Plan update. These studies included the Transportation Center 
Feasibility Study and the Parole Mobility Study, which had a series of public input 
opportunities as well (see the Parole Mobility Study, Appendices E, F, and L for a summary 
of public input to that effort). The Parole Master Plan update continued in 2021 with public 
meetings, stakeholder interviews, and two surveys. Many of these re-engagement 
opportunities took place virtually due to the COVID-19 pandemic. 

A second iteration of the Parole Community Survey was launched in April 2021, asking 
respondents to consider challenges and opportunities in the Parole Growth Management 
Area. This survey included an optional space for respondents to provide open-ended 
feedback about Parole.  

On April 15, 2021 the Office of Planning and Zoning facilitated a virtual Listening Session 
that built on the second iteration of the Parole Community Survey. Attendees were split 

https://www.aacounty.org/departments/transportation/reports-studies/Annapolis-Transit-Ctr-Site-Selection-Report.pdf
https://www.aacounty.org/departments/transportation/reports-studies/Annapolis-Transit-Ctr-Site-Selection-Report.pdf
https://www.aacounty.org/departments/transportation/reports-studies/active-studies/parole-mobility-study/index.html
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into two smaller groups to discuss assets and challenges faced by Parole and explore 
ideas on how to meet the community’s vision for the area. 
 
The Parole Town Center Master Plan Topics Survey was launched in June 2021. This survey 
gathered information on how respondents feel about topics included in the draft Parole 
Master Plan update. Respondents had the opportunity to leave an open ended comment 
on questions.  
 
Finally, the Preliminary Draft Master Plan was released for public review on January 3, 
2022, with a CivilSpace engagement tool providing an orientation to the draft plan, a 
survey for site visitors, and a comment option. Various letters and emails were received 
with input on the Preliminary Draft Plan as well.  
 
The discussion below summarizes the broad themes of feedback from the surveys, public 
forums and information sessions, and emails followed by raw data from each stage in the 
process.  
 
 
Parole Community Survey 
This first survey for the Master Plan update received 
96 responses, with over half of the respondents 
(54%) from within the Parole Growth Management 
Area (GMA) or Annapolis area and most (83%) over 
40 years of age. Just over half of respondents (53%) 
visited the Parole GMA multiple times per week, with 
shopping/dining and entertainment/recreation as 
the top reasons to visit, followed by medical services 
and business appointments.  
 
Nearly every response about the best features of 
Parole revealed an affinity for the variety of 
shopping, restaurant, entertainment and service 
options. Parole’s proximity to major corridors and to 
Annapolis, the convenience of “everything in one 
place,” and the area’s ample parking were also key 
positive features. A few comments praised the area’s clean, safe, and secure quality, its 
good appearance and medical services, and there were several specific remarks in favor of 
the Annapolis Towne Centre.  
 
The most important areas of focus for this update include a strong preference for 
emphasizing pedestrian and bicycle facilities in this update (three of the top four 
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responses reinforce this). Green space and pervious surface area, as well as walkable, 
active street frontage and public amenities close out the top five areas of focus.  
 
A final free response question asked people to describe their long-term future vision for 
Parole, and the open-ended nature of the question elicited more nuance in the range of 
comments received. The most common theme was a vision for bicycle and, particularly, 
pedestrian facilities and links throughout Parole and connecting Parole to downtown 
Annapolis. A number of comments referenced these bicycle/pedestrian links as a key piece 
of solving the issues with traffic congestion in the area. In a number of ways, many 
respondents expressed a desire for Parole to have a sense of place or community 
character, including several who specified a preference for local businesses over national 
chains, as well as promoting a variety of mixed land uses (residential, commercial, and 
services co-located in the area). Transit, including links to downtown Annapolis, and green 
spaces or landscaping were also important. A small number of respondents stressed 
maintaining Parole as it is or restricting further development.  
 
The full list of responses from the Parole Community Survey is at the end of this document.  
 
Visual Preference Survey 
The Visual Preference Survey gauged opinions about 
the type of development or facilities people hope to 
see in Parole in the future. The survey focused on five 
subject areas: residential development, commercial 
development, parking, bicycle/pedestrian facilities, 
and amenities, and asked respondents to rank their 
reactions to five or six Google Streetview images 
within each subject area. Free responses allowed 
respondents to explain their answers or suggest 
alternatives, adding nuance to each submittal. The 
survey received a total of forty responses; the low 
response rate and the open ended comments make 
it difficult to draw broad conclusions from this 
survey. Still, a number of themes and ideas emerged.  
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In residential character, image A was the clear favorite, while image D was the most 
disliked. Comments emphasized some concerns with impacts of population growth and 
mitigation, but stressed mixed use and multimodal links as strategies to help mitigate 
these impacts. Several comments also called for considering the impacts of dense 
development on neighborhood areas and maintaining a sense of community. Community 
character with unique and well-designed development also was important.  
 

 
Where People Live: Photo A (most liked) 

 

 
Where People Live: Photo D (most disliked) 

For “Where People Shop and Dine,” images E and A were favorites; D was the least 
favorite. Comments indicated that sprawl and car-dependent development were strongly 
disfavored, while mixed uses (as in E and A) were favored; landscaping and green areas 
were appealing. 
 

 
Where People Shop & Dine: Photo E (most liked) 

 

 
Where People Shop & Dine: Photo D (most 

disliked) 

 
Where People Shop & Dine: Photo A (most liked) 
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Of the Parking images, D was the strong favorite, while A was the least favorite. 
Comments indicated a dislike of large surface parking lots; parking garages were preferred, 
but should be designed aesthetically. Again, landscaping and green space were important 
to favorability, and several comments added that parking convenience and availability 
must not be ignored.  
 

 
Parking: Photo D (most liked) 

 

 
Parking: Photo A (most disliked) 

For Bikeways and Pedestrian Ways, images C and D were favorites, with E the least 
favorite; respondents were largely neutral on image B. Several key points emerged from 
the comments. Bike lanes were viewed positively, but facilities separated from traffic were 
preferred. Functional connections linking destinations and user experience along these 
routes were both important, as were clear markings and signage for bikeways. 
 

 
Where People Bike & Walk: Photo C (most liked) 

 

 
Where People Bike & Walk: Photo E (most 

disliked) 

 
Where People Bike & Walk: Photo D (most liked) 
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Results from the Amenities survey section are more difficult to generalize because the 
amenities represented are not mutually exclusive or directly comparable to one another. 
None were disliked overall, but none were as very strongly liked as the images of other 
categories. Other qualities of the images, including design, scale, maintenance issues, and 
other characteristics may have impacted favorability. Nevertheless, comments revealed a 
desire for planned and well-integrated gathering spaces or destination elements to set a 
positive community character for Parole.    
 
The full results of the Visual Survey, including all images used in the survey, are at the end 
of this document.  
 
 
Open House: Recorded Comments 
Approximately 27 members of the public 
attended the September 6 Open House to 
review graphics with background information 
on the Parole Urban Design Concept Plan and 
data reflecting the current status of the Parole 
Growth Management Area. Many interacted 
with County and City staff, asking questions 
and writing comments on post-it notes about 
issues and opportunities in the area and 
leaving them on the printed maps. A majority 
of these comments focused on transportation, 
from traffic issues to bicycle and pedestrian facility needs and opportunities. Other 
comments reflected thoughts on desired character for the area and environmental or 
zoning concerns.  
 
The full list of comments is included at the end of this document.  
 
Parole Community Survey II 
The April 2021 Parole Community Survey received 49 responses, with about 70% of the 
respondents from the Parole GMA or Annapolis area and most (63%) over 45 years of age. 
The majority of respondents are not of Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish origin (98%) and 
identify as White (80%). When asked how respondents spend their time in Parole, 
shopping (90%), dining (78%), and seeking medical services (47%) were the top three 
choices.  
 
Respondents mainly agreed or strongly agreed with various potential challenges in Parole, 
including that there is not enough green space or parks, that Parole is not bicycle or 
pedestrian friendly, and that there is too much vehicular traffic congestion. The majority of 
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respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed that Parole faces challenges regarding too 
much chain or big box retail and too much residential development. 
 
The most important challenges to be addressed in Parole related to traffic congestion and 
a lack of walkable and bikeable spaces. A lack of parks and open spaces and an excess of 
underutilized office and commercial space were also included in the top responses.  
 
The top five ranked opportunities for Parole include improved bicycle and pedestrian 
facilities, reduced vehicular congestion, increased greenery and landscaping, additional 
parks and open spaces, and new housing that accommodates all ages and income levels. 
Most of these opportunities directly correlate with the most important challenges listed 
above. 
 
The final question on the survey provided respondents with an opportunity to share open 
ended feedback on Parole; while this generated a variety of responses, a few clear themes 
were established. Many respondents expressed a need for increased, safe bicycle and 
pedestrian connections both within and around Parole. Additionally, there were a number 
of comments related to increased parks and open spaces for both active and passive 
purposes. These sentiments were also expressed in the challenges facing Parole and 
opportunities for the community. 
 
Listening Session 
Attendees at the April 15 Listening Session included residents of the Parole Town Center, 
residents of adjacent neighborhoods and the City of Annapolis, business owners including 
developers, property owners, residents of greater Anne Arundel County, and 
representatives of County and City government. Many residents additionally identified 
themselves as members of community associations, representatives of bicycle and 
pedestrian advocacy groups, candidates for office, renters, and homeowners. 
 
Participants noted various assets in Parole including access to businesses, medical 
facilities, dining, and entertainment. Parole is connected to other communities through 
major roadways and the Truman Park and Ride commuter routes. Many commented on the 
central location of Parole and the easy access to neighboring communities and features 
such as Annapolis Towne Center, historic areas, parks and trails, and water access. The 
mixed housing types allow diverse people to enjoy all that Parole offers.  
 
Session attendees mentioned many challenges facing Parole, including traffic congestion 
and the inability to safely travel to and around Parole via bicycling or walking. There is a 
lack of green space and outdoor gathering space. Many commercial and office spaces have 
been vacated or are underutilized, and the process for introducing new developments is 
lengthy and complicated. Parole’s current design and unclear boundaries do not foster a 
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sense of community. While there is a variety of housing types, housing is expensive in 
Parole.  
 
Some ideas to address challenges in Parole include increased bicycle and pedestrian 
connectivity both within and around Parole. A Parole circulator bus can take people to 
features of interest in and around the community to reduce traffic. There is interest in 
more public amenities such as green spaces, plazas, and community centers. Many 
attendees support developing dense, mixed use spaces or retrofitting empty spaces to 
achieve this goal. Increased residential density and affordable housing incentives can allow 
diverse people to live in Parole. 
 
Parole Town Center Master Plan Topics Survey 
The Parole Town Center Master Plan Topics Survey received 30 responses, with about 70% 
of respondents from the Parole GMA or Annapolis area and most (70%) over 45 years of 
age. The majority of respondents were not of Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish origin (93%) and 
identify as White (77%). 
 
While most of the challenges discussed in this survey were similar to responses from the 
Parole Community Survey and Listening Session, new insights were gained from the 
responses to potential opportunities in Parole. Most respondents agreed or strongly 
agreed that roadway improvements should include congestion relief, and can work in 
tandem with transportation alternatives to support better mobility and connectivity. Many 
also agreed or strongly agreed that carefully planned redevelopment can adapt existing 
sites and buildings for reuse to meet changing residential and non-residential needs. 
Attractive design elements—such as architectural features and amenities for residents 
and visitors—were favored to create a unique identity and sense of place for the Parole 
area. Finally, all respondents agreed or strongly agreed that development should be 
environmentally friendly with green space, innovative stormwater management systems, 
and walkable environments. 
 
This survey provided multiple opportunities for feedback on Parole. Common themes in 
these comments included transportation issues such as traffic congestion, the need for 
bicycle and pedestrian facilities, and increased public transit around Parole and to and 
from adjacent communities of interest, such as Washington, DC, and Baltimore. 
Respondents also expressed an interest in updated design guidelines with a clear vision 
for the Parole Urban Design Concept Plan. Additionally, there was interest in increased 
multi-family housing units in Parole at various price points. Many are also interested in 
more green space and community spaces that can serve as both active and passive 
gathering spaces.  
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Parole Town Center Master Plan Preliminary Draft Engagement 
The Parole Town Center Preliminary Draft Master Plan was posted for public review for the 
month of January 2022. A CivilSpace website was utilized to provide an orientation to the 
plan and to survey visitors on the preliminary draft. The CivilSpace website received 317 
unique visitors, 80% of whom reviewed the pages providing an overview and orientation to 
the draft plan. The survey portion gathered responses from 28 individuals. Of the 
respondents, approximately 50% lived within the PGMA, 35% lived outside of the PGMA, 
but in the Annapolis area, and 15% lived outside of the Annapolis area but in Anne Arundel 
County. Most of the respondents (over 80%) were over the age of 56, and primarily 
identify as White (approximately 85%). 
 
The survey provided an opportunity for respondents to comment on how well the 
preliminary draft addressed issues such as traffic congestion, the need for bicycle and 
pedestrian amenities, housing, the environment, and creating a sense of place in the Parole 
Town Center. Respondents were also given the opportunity to leave open comments, 
which primarily centered on the need for additional amenities such as dog parks, 
pedestrian walkways and connections to link existing retail areas, bicycle and pedestrian 
facilities, and addressing traffic congestion and safety issues within the PGMA. The survey 
results and open comments are included at the end of this document. 
 
In addition to the CivilSpace website and survey, a public forum was held on January 19, 
which gave an overview of the Master Plan update and provided an opportunity for the 
public to ask questions. There were 61 total attendees, the majority of which lived in the 
PGMA, or within the Annapolis area. General themes in these comments and questions 
included the endorsement of additional amenities within the PGMA, including the concept 
of elevated and separated bike paths, and providing pedestrian linkages from the retail 
centers of Forest Plaza and Harbour Center. There were also several comments regarding 
the need for affordable housing, the possibility for redevelopment of the Westfield Mall to 
incorporate affordable and multi-family housing units, and several questions regarding the 
proposed intermodal transit center. Traffic congestion remained a significant concern and 
several questions were asked to clarify the results and recommendations of the Parole 
Mobility Study. 
 
Lastly, 21 emails were received regarding feedback on the Preliminary Draft Master Plan. 
These echoed similar concerns brought up during the public forum. Notably, there were 
comments received regarding the recommendation for additional provisions for gas 
stations to locate their pumps to the side or rear of the facility. It was recommended that 
the language allow for existing gas stations to be grandfathered in so that they are not 
discouraged from renovating their facilities. A full list of comments received are included at 
the end of this document. 
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Survey Responses and Forum Comments 
 
Parole Community Survey Responses  
(August 2017, 96 total responses) 
 
Demographic Questions:  
 
1. Where do you live? (select one) 
 

 
 
2. Why do you come to Parole? (check all that apply) 
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3. How often do you come to Parole?  
 

 
 
4. What is your age group? 
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Survey Questions:  
 
5. What are the best features about Parole today? What do you most appreciate? 
 
Shopping/restaurant choices  
The Annapolis Towne Centre and Annapolis Harbour Center are modern-looking shopping 
centers with a lot of variety (shops, restaurants). Anne Arundel Medical Center and its affiliated 
medical offices are extremely easy to access off of Route 50 but also easy to access if you are 
already in the Parole area (lots of options on how to get there). Parking is rarely an issue at any of 
these locations. 
Great restaurants and shopping easy access to Rt 50 
Variety of shops and restaurants and easy to walk AFTER YOU DRIVE THERE. However, it is 
very difficult to walk or bike to Parole and from Town Center to Harbor Center, etc. 
Variety of shopping and dining 
convenient, lots of options 
mix use development at the town center allowing you to live work and play in one location 
Lots of variety of shopping and restaurants nearby, easy access location without going to 
downtown Annapolis 
Several good grocery stores, medical center 
There are a lot of services and shopping that I need in a central location. It has easy access off and 
via RT50 
Shops 
Family events and the ability to eat, dine, run errands, and relax all in one area. 
Variety of dining and shopping  
Good stores and food options in a convenient arrangement 
Diversity of opportunities in the way of shopping, dining, and so forth.  
It's a great place to run errands and get a bite to eat. It's often on my way home.  
Convenience of shopping and services and residence 
You have just about everything in one area that most people need or want-medical, entertainment, 
dining, retail, fitness; and all of these are also employment opportunities.  
Dining and entertainment options 
There is a concentration of good quality stores and restaurants in a small area. It is easily accessible 
by main roads and has plenty of parking. 
It is clean, security is good and selections is also good for restaurants and stores.  
Medical facilities, shopping opportunities 
Restaurants 
Ease of parking, variety of shopping and dining opportunities. 
I like the variety of dining and shopping establishments 
Variety of restaurants, Target, Whole Foods, Bed Bath & Beyond. 
They are many good shops that I frequent and the medical center is there. 
The good shops, food chains, theaters available 
Restaurants 
Variety of services and plenty of safe and convenient free parking 
Access to shopping and entertainment and medical services 
shopping, proximity to various types of stores and restaurants 
Has stores and restaurants I like 
Recent development is high quality. The ATC sets a high bar for architectural quality and 
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walkability that I'd like to see replicated elsewhere (though the density may not be appropriate 
everywhere). Recent projects have improved landscaping (Festival at Riva, ATC) and these set a 
model for other properties. The range of shopping and services in one place is excellent.  
Variety of service available 
Convenient location, enough parking, well planned layout, attractive buildings 
Easy access to the hospital facilities/parking from Rt 50 
It's easy to find parking and walk to the stores I want to go to. 
The variety of services that are available. 
convenience of all services 
Many services (restaurants, offices, housing) all within a small area. 
I live in Rolling Knolls. The best part about Parole is the undeveloped areas. 
the towne centre 
lots of shopping options 
Good parking at Town Center 
I live in the Towne Centre. Love it. Love all the shopping, restaurants, businesses close by and 
downtown Annapolis in less than a few miles.  
Being able to walk to all necessities (and they are all there) and being only three miles from 
downtown. 
availability and ease of services 
A wide variety of shops and efficient traffic patterns. 
Variety of shopping and service experiences 
Variety of retail and services 
I like Annapolis Town Center 
Lots of options for shopping, eating. 
Compact, easy parking selections, upscale stores, good restaurants. 
Convenience and safety 
Free parking and Valet Services, whole foods, restaurants 
Living in a luxury condo with the ability to walk to shopping and entertainment. 
Easy access, desired shopping vendors 
Towne Centre and Festival at Riva 
The best features about Parole I think is the variety of shopping and restaurants.  
Dining, gym, shopping, target, and grocery shopping 
Walking to places to get things done, good dining. 
Good selection of retail and dining. I prefer the smaller mall areas, i.e., Harbor Mall and the one 
with Trader Joe's. 
Lots of shopping, restaurants and services. Mostly easy access via US50 and I97. Easy to park and 
walk. 
Parking garages, variety of stores and restaurants 
All services are available without horrible traffic.  
accessability 
Clean and safe 
The mixed use development including great shops, restaurants, and a variety of housing types. 
Current roads are well laid out 
Grocery stores 
New, clean, safe, parking, good choices, convenience, hip, modern. 
Looks nice, somewhat upscale, good restaurants at good prices.  
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Convenient Shopping: Several grocery store options ( Trader Joe's, Wholefood, Safeway, Giants), 
High end furniture stores ( Ethan Allen, Bassett, etc), towne center, Target, Westfield mall. Low 
crime area, high end homes ( hidden away by beautiful trees), several gas stations, emissions and 
MVA close by, dealerships, and most of all great selection of medical and dental services, AND 
Anne arundel Medical a short drive away. My gosh. Everything within your reach. Love this 
"hidden gem!"  
 
 
6. What are the most important areas of focus for the Parole Plan update? What would you change 
about Parole? 
 

 
 
7. What is your future vision for Parole? What do you want Parole to be like in 20 years? 
 
More pedestrian friendly, town-center like feel, with mixed use retail/residential 
There is much traffic congestion in Parole, particularly in and around the mall. It would be great to see some of the 
traffic patterns in that area re-evaluated. I can only imagine that with the pace of new residential development in the 
Annapolis area continuing to grow exponentially, new and existing residents will continue visiting Parole for 
shopping/dining, because it has some great options to offer, but inadvertently this will equate to increased 
visitors/traffic to the area. 
A people oriented urban environment that is not dominated fast vehicles on state highways 450/2/665. The 
"inside" of town center is nice, but the "outside" is very inhospitable to anyone outside of a car. As a result town 
center is really an "inside out mall". As this is slated for more development, the only hope is for the entire area to be 
much more people oriented. Otherwise, it will continue to be an an auto dominated mess. 
I am worried that traffic on Bestgate Rd is going to become worse. Rush Hour is already becoming a nightmare- the 
left lane to Rt 50 gets so backed up and cars cheat in the right lane waiting until the last minute to cut over. I also 
think the new apartment building behind the Double T is going to be nothing but trouble. It looks like there is only 
one way to enter and exit and you can't take a left on West St. Another traffic light would be ridiculous. It's also 
very dangerous if one wants to walk from Medical Parkway to West St. 
A place where you can live, work and visit car-free or at least car-light 
easier and safer to walk to, from and around 
A walkable, bikeable community with public transit should be the goal of all communities. Parole is being over 
designed for the automobile with above ground parking garages and highways/large roads that will prevent a 
community feel. The current design and new construction force you to get in your car to go anywhere. The current 
plan is not only expensive on governments to build and maintain the roads but the congestion of poor planning 
lowers the quality of life to residents. 
Walkable safe area that isn't just a bunch of box stores and parking garages and endless traffic 
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I hate that I end up driving there. There are few to no safe walking or cycling routes. It is basically impossible to 
walk to Westfield from the Annapolis side, as there are areas with no sidewalks, or crosswalks. I am happy to ride a 
bike in areas where I feel reasonably safe like portions of Eastport and downtown Annapolis, and the PGMA is 
about 4 miles from where I live, a really easy bike ride if there were safe routes. I drive a car 100 miles a day to 
commute, and will stop at Trader Joes's on the way back from work, but I hate driving short distances, so am 
reluctant to drive 4 miles to the PGMA. Would be a fun place to cycle to for dining and grocery shopping. 
It should be an area that is easy to get around for pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles. An area that is also connected to 
mass transit so visitors to the city can easily access downtown Annapolis. 40% of trips taken by car are 2 miles or 
less, these trips could easily be replaced by bicycles for area residents. Adding a bike share would aid citizens as well 
as visitors to the city. Everything is in place to create a thriving community and economic center for the county, 
what is lacking is a transportation system that eases congestion and is easy for people no matter there preference of 
how to move around. 
Bicyclist and pedestrian focused green environment. 
A real town center with pedestrian life and transit connections. Build on what's there make Parole more walkable. 
I want Parole to have pedestrian and bike access between the growing residential neighborhoods and the recreation 
or shopping areas. I'd appreciate improved mass transit options to facilitate movement between these retail and 
business hubs in Parole and parts of residential Parole and downtown Annapolis. In 20 years, I can see myself 
walking from where I live to where I work and where I shop, connected by safe pedestrian footbridges and wide 
sidewalks, particularly in the area around Annapolis Harbor, past the Home Depot and Festival at Riva complex, 
and over to Annapolis Towne Center. I'd appreciate and value connections between the historic community in 
Annapolis as well, off of Old Solomons, that eases pedestrian and bike access between there and Town Center. 
I'd like Parole to be better connected to downtown Annapolis, the Mall, and the Hospital. Currently you can't walk 
or bike these short distances. It would give those of us whonride the B&A other options. 
Transportation hub and center of urban living 
Other than the commuter bus service during the week to the New Carrollton Metro we have to drive to get to 
public transportation ie. Glen Burnie to get light rail to go to Baltimore area or to New Carrollton to get the metro 
to DC/metro areas. As Maryland's capital I think we should have more public transportation available in this 
immediate area. Parole and the City of Annapolis have limited parking and I believe a more robust transportation 
system would encourage tourism as well as enable residents to get places without driving. Does it need to be a multi 
modal transit hub-I am not sure. Preserving the green space on Harry Truman Parkway and creating a park where 
you can walk and bike without fear of being hit by vehicles. 
Beautiful place to shop and eat. 
I would like to see Parole become a successful example of cluster development with easily accessible and integrated 
residential and retail/dining areas. The footprint should not be expanded, and growth should be vertical. Significant 
attention should be paid to aesthetics and use of green space to make it pleasant to visit and live in. 
If you are including more than just Parole Town Center then should be linked and conducive, not piece meal like it 
is now. 
Less congestion, more sense of community, plus those options I chose above 
I will be long dead and couldn't care less 
More pedestrian friendly with more green space. 
I would like to see a place that is pedestrian friendly, with improved public transportation options. I would like to 
see the continuation of small, independently owned businesses, rather than large chain stores. 
I want a green area with way less impervious surfaces. A place to relax and enjoy. Concrete is not enjoyable. 
A place that feels friendly, is 'green' as possible, makes it easy to connect to the different areas. 
A friendly area with lots more green space, easy to get around. 
AA Co has WAY too much new construction, traffic, impervious surface area. I moved here b/c it was suburban/ 
exurban/ rural and I wanted to get away from the overbuilt DC area. Now it's starting to lose its character and look 
and feel like the Beltway. 
More family inclusive destinations or green space included 
No more development; improved access to what is there Hi-rise development behind diner is over the top; we 
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thought traffic in that area was bad enough - it will now get worse. This means I will shop and dine less in that area. 
There are 366 new residential units coming on line off of Admiral Cochraine. All of those families have to drive to 
Harbour Center, Home Depot, Towne Centre and the Festival. Can we fly over 665 with a pedestrian, bike path 
and link them all? One quarter of a mile to entertainment, groceries and shopping. Yet everyone has to drive. 
Similar to Town Centre with mixed use and plenty of green space. 
Fine the way it is now 
Parole in the future should be walkable/bikeable throughout, with pedestrian friendly streetscapes linking 
throughout the GMA and also linking well into the City. Safe, dedicated bikeways should connect all the main 
nodes of Parole; consider off-road trailways to move bikers/pedestrians from the Mall, the City, Housley Rd and 
the ATC all the way down to Riva (including the high school) and beyond. When planning pedestrian links, consider 
aesthetics and the pedestrian experience; just functionally linking nodes is not enough. Consider landscape retrofits 
of older developments (like Forest Plaza), to improve aesthetics and achieve a robust tree cover to reduce heat 
island effects. Develop a plan to better maintain public landscaped areas - too many areas are left overgrown and 
unsightly. Can a park/boardwalk public access area be developed in the open space at Rt 2 and Forest, and between 
Annapolis Harbour and Festival at Riva? 
Better landscape designs, easier traffic access and egress, better public transit options. 
Pleasant interweaving of green and hard spaces; pedestrian friendly but with ample parking; mixture of residential 
and commercial; a place where a person can live within waling distance of most of what they need or want on an 
ordinary basis, with comfortable indoor and outdoor spaces. Not noisy, but not dead either. Art and music part of 
the possibilities. Good food. Connected by bike path to other parts of Annapolis/AA County. A book store. 
More opportunities and places to walk with my dog. 
I would like it to be no more developed than it is now. 
Parole needs its own center of transportation, with buses going outward to farther neighborhoods (Broadview, 
Riva,Anne Arundel Community College-not through downtown) 
Walkable between Annapolis and parole Annapolis annexation 
I would like Parole to be a place that is similar to downtown Annapolis, in that residents can easily walk to shopping 
and dining attractions. Due to the surface parking, especially in the mall area, this makes walking much less 
attractive. I would like to see higher density development to promote this vision. Vehicle LOS should not be the 
defining factor in how developments and improvements occur in the Town Center area. A change must be made to 
the county development mitigation law in order to support this vision. 
Town Center and the Mall are both abonimations. Whatever development is planned, it should emphasize open 
spaces, trees, meadows... not pavement and concrete. Malls are so 20th century, can we tear this one down and 
rebuild with porous surfaces that support multi-use facilities? Think Town Center, but with a little bit of soul, unlike 
the cold beast that is Town Center. Figuring out how to incentivize local business, artists and goods and minimize 
national chain/box stores from dominating the real estate would be good. 
more walkable towne centre like areas with outdoor dining 
It would be valuable to be able to safely bike and walk from nearby residential development areas to the various 
shopping, dining, and other valuable features of parole. 
On the style of Town Center at Parole. Mixed Business and residential, especially with residential above 1st and 
second floor businesses. 
More walkable. More connection between Parole and downtown annapolis. People come here and at the same time 
could go to downtown Annapolis a little more. Make these link together with the shopping, living and more 
walkable. Most of the issues are making more walkable area because it is congested as more people walk but more 
cars come to the area. I would love to see more on west street in Parole area replicated like the Towne Centre. 
My future vision is a fully walkable, urban area with amenities for all ages and incomes, and a more seamless 
connection with downtown Annapolis. Compatibility for bicyclists and pedestrians should be a major focus, where 
neither has to compete with vehicular traffic. This can be achieved by shifting the focus from motor vehicles to 
active transportation with narrower roads, separated bike/ped lanes and a true urban design model for all future 
development. Development and parking can be provided with frontage (not back-age) on Old Forest Drive, 
particularly at, and across from the "Town Center". 
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A vibrant retail area with diverse shopping options and easy vehicular access. 
24 hour live, work, service oriented community 
vibrant 24 hour place to live / work / services 
I see Parole as expanding on the development pattern of ATC, maybe at a smaller scale than the tall buildings, but 
similar. I would like to see it accessible by safe bicycle and pedestrian corridors or trails from all areas of the County. 
Safe to walk and ride bikes in the area instead of the car-only design that exists now. 
Walkable connection between Towne Center and Harbor Center. A rail connection between Annapolis - Parole and 
the DC Metro. 
A "real" town/city that you could live, work, and enjoy life in. 
Vibrant with more dining/retail options 
In 20 years I would like Parole to remain a towne centre that IS NOT overbuilt like Waugh Chapel area of Crofton. 
Reduce congrstionon streets, easy access for carsand public transport 
I would like to see planning for better walkable or biking around the shopping and dinning locations. 
More green space and landscaping 
Community gathering area 
No clue. 
N/a 
In 20 years I would still like to take advantage of services without horrible traffic. I would like to see more small, 
local businesses an not so many chain stores. 
no more growth 
Ecclectic place to recreate 
Continue to be easily circumnavigable. 
A bikeable, walkable mixed-use area. 
Urban City with plenty of green and attractive public walking areas, shopping, apartments and entertainment. 
Right now I like it the way it is for the most part. Would like to see a few more local businesses in there though. I 
think the less built up it gets the better but some of the areas around it could definitely be upgraded. More local 
restaurants would give people nearby an alternative to Downtown Annapolis. 
Walkable community, minimal criminal elements, and no super chain stores. 
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8. Location Specific Comments 

 
(Note: 111 individual comments, 4 blank comments removed)
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0 Traffic is a problem at this intersection. I realize that this is specific to one retailer, but to access the 

Toys R Us location, you must be traveling eastbound on West Street (no other options). Same upon 
exiting. Makes it difficult to navigate. 

1 The shopping center next to the mall (Trader Joe's, JoAnn Fabrics, etc.) is sad and dated. It could use 
an update. Some of the stores there are great, but this space could be better utilized to accommodate 
more retailers (bi-level, etc.). 

2 Significantly enhanced pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure is going to be needed to make a people 
oriented connection between the new Tapestry development and town center. Without this, people will 
end up driving across the street. 

3 There is NO safe pedestrian path between town center and the mall. 
4 The ped/bike paths across the ramps are very unsafe. 
5 Missing sidewalk. 
6 Missing sidewalk. 
7 No sidewalks in and out of the park and ride. I have to walk in the street. Very dangerous! 
8 No safe way to walk to harbor center. I see people walking on Rt 2 to get there. Very dangerous! 
9 It is absolutely insane that these three areas are not connected at least for bikes and pedestrians! 

10 Put multi use paths between Festival/Hechinger Plaza and Harbor Center! 
11 Also connect this plaza with multi use paths 
12 West/450 under route 50 is extremely dangerous for cyclists, also bad for pedstrians 
13 Essentially impossible for pedestrian to get from here to Westfield 
14 Essentially impossible for pedestrians to get to Westfield from here 
15 665 is 50 mph from Chinquapin to route 2, so legal for cycling, but EXTREMELY dangerous... but a 

cycle route would give access to Harbor Center and route 2 south. 
16 665 is 50 mph from Chinquapin to route 2, so legal for cycling, but EXTREMELY dangerous.  A 

cycling route along 665 would provide access to Harbor Center and route 2 south. 
17 Though one of only a few routes available to cyclists, this section is extremely dangerous for cyclists 

who are trying to get from Annapolis down Riva Road to quieter areas 
18 One of very few routes out of town available to cyclists, but intimidating and dangerous for cyclists 
19 No safe pedestrian crossing at this intersection.  Awful for cyclists too. 
20 Truman Parkway P&R, with no safe pedestrian or cyclist access.  I don't see city buses going here 

either.  So you HAVE TO DRIVE THERE!!!  Good luck if you don't have a car. 
21 route 2/665 interchange incredibly dangerous for pedestrians and cyclists, but no alternative routes 

available 
22 Nice mall, with nice stores.  But the only access is by car.  Not bus, not ped, not cyclists.  Huge mostly 

empty parking structures. 
23 lots of good stores, restaurants, movies, etc.  But almost no way to get there if you don't want to drive, 

or don't have a car. 
24 Has bike racks, but I bet any decent bike would be stolen within hours.  No secure locking, storage for 

bicycles... which would be a really cool way to commute to the bus.. 
25 No access between Harbor Center and Festival at Riva, even though they are a few feet apart.  So you 

have to get in your car and drive.... good luck if you don't have a car 
26 AAMC has bike parking, and one bike route.  Other than that very poor access for ped and cyclists. 
27 This is a major cycling route to get out of Annapolis to quieter routes, but getting this far on West or 

Bestgate is perilous.  Much better further out on Housley to 450 or General's Highway once there is a 
shoulder. 

28 so awful for ped and bike, that you end up using a car, even when making multiple stops and driving 
200 feet.  Ridiculous. 

29 If things improved so I could cycle here without great risk, where would I park and lock my bike? 
30 High School and Swimming Center out here, and no safe access for ped and bike. 
31 very poor for ped and cyclist here 
32 safer for cyclists once 450 is one lane each way and has shoulder.  Not safe for peds. 
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33 Full width shoulder, better for cyclists, but you have to get to this point alive, first... 
34 partial shoulder, better for cyclists, but you have to get here alive, first. 
35 Pedestrian crossing from James apartment to Wilelinor, where there is an open community playground 

for children 
36 Pedestrian bridge from new apartments and condos on Adm Cochrane to Annapolis Harbour Center 
37 Pedestrian/bike connector from Annapolis Harbor Center through to Festival at Riva & Home Depot 

area 
38 This area is called the "Government Park," but is not connected or developed as a single development. 

Develop a master plan to link the farmers market, BOE, the AACo offices, and AHS, including 
pedestrian, vehicular links, and expansion of offices. 

39 Could this outparcel be developed for another purpose? Future expansion? Restaurant? 
40 potential park, or at least boardwalks, linking to Forest Plaza 
41 Need a plan for major improvements to this intersection to improve aesthetics, pedestrian experience, 

and allow residents of Tapestry to easily/safely reach ATC. 
42 Redevelopment opportunity. At least retrofit with landscaping 
43 potential redevelopment opportunity 
44 potential redevelopment opportunity? 
45 utility corridors as trail opportunities 
46 look for opportunities to redevelop this area and create cross links for pedestrians and vehicle traffic 
47 consider how to get bike/ped connections over Rt 50. Is an overpass/underpass achievable? 
48 Sidewalk needs to be extended so new office employees can walk to lunch 
49 Crosswalk needs to be striped across the legs of the roundabout 
50 Connect the shared use path here 
51 Install shared use path and sidewalk here to residences to retail 
52 This second merge lane serves no purpose and can be removed 
53 Bike lanes are needed here to connect to the ones north of this location 
54 Finish constructing the entirety of this shared use path 
55 This is poor design and an unsafe crossing for the shared use path 
56 To make this a more urbanized area, storefront should line Housley and MD 178 with parking garages 

instead of surface parking 
57 Sidewalk has been planned here for a while...what's the holdup? 
58 Sidewalk has been planned here for a while, what's the holdup? 
59 This parking goes unused. Coordinate with the property owner to see if zoning can be changed to 

encourage development 
60 There is so much extra parking here. Work with property owner to change zoning to allow for street 

facing retails and/or housing 
61 Sidewalks are never shoveled in the snow. Work with county to conduct proactive enforcement, rather 

than waiting for a citizen to call in reports of 20+ addresses for a short walk. 
62 So much uderutilized parking here. Can zoning be changed to support denser development? 
63 Provide sidewalk to these businesses 
64 There's so much surface parking here. Can zoning be changed to support denser development 
65 Extend this shared use path around the mall, and provide a path to each business located around the 

mall. Provide grants for businesses and property owners to purchase bike racks 
66 An intermodal facility has been a transit priority for at least a decade. The facility actually needs to be 

built to show a committment to the plan. 
67 Work with Westfield to reserve this row of parking for riders of the #210 bus to Baltimore 
68 There's a bike rack under the garage here (the type of rack is not best for locking and security). Bike 

parking is not signed anywhere or available on the mall's website at this time (although I just requested 
that it be made available) 

69 This crosswalk goes no where, making pedestrians walk in the street 
70 Another example of freuqently empty parking 
71 Better pedestrian access in needed 
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72 Bike facilities are needed along MD 450 
73 Consider removing the 2nd eastbound lane and converting it to a shared use path or separatred cycle 

tracking. The 2 lanes in this direction are not really needed. 
74 Create an interparcel connection 
75 Create interparcel connections to promote biking and walking 
76 Reserve some spaces for bike parking 
77 There's no information on Annapolis Towne Center's website regarding access by bus or bike. Also 

consider install bike racks 
78 Better signing / marking is needed to indicate that this is a shared use path. If people see this, they may 

be encouraged to bike 
79 Better maintenance of this path is needed. it's almost completelty overgrown by grass 
80 Sidewalk is needed 
81 A shared use path is need to connect to south of MD 665 
82 Better bike lanes are needed on MD 393 to connect bike routes 
83 Better interparcel connections to residences / neighborhood 
84 Connect this neighborhood to the one south of here to promote walking / biking 
85 County needs to set an example and promote walking / biking /transit to their facility. Offer incentives 

(extra vacation days, tax benefits, telework) for employees who commit to alternative transportation 
86 This shared use path needs to be connected to a network 
87 Why does the shared use path just end here? 
88 Work with SHA/MTA to have bike lockers installed at the Park and Ride 
89 Crosswalks are needed here 
90 Are two lanes in each direction really needed? How about a road diet with either a left turn lane or a 

shared use path / cycle track? 
91 Continue the shared use path 
92 Make funding shared use path (such as this one) a priority over road widening. It's great to have a plan, 

but action and funding is better 
93 This sidewalk abruptly ends, it would be nice to have a crossing point over Rt2 and pathways along Rt2 
94 pedestrian bike access down to Edgewater, there is a dedicated bike lane in Edgewater, and a sidewalk 

over the Rt.2 bridge 
95 There needs to be a sidewalk from ATC to Harbor Center (along Rte 2). 
96 This intersection needs work.  Relocating the graveyard would provide the space needed to create safer 

and more efficient traffic flow. 
97 Access to RT 50 East would improve traffic congestion on West Street. 
98 Two way turning is needed at this intersection. 
99 what are the long range plans for this location? 

100 Heavily used crosswalk to a mudpit 
101 The sidewalk is missing 
102 Heavily traveled area with no sidewalk 
103 missing sidewalk 
104 Grand entrance exiting onto mid-block 
105 Modify Parole plan to provide shop frontage and on-street parking  along this stretch of Forest 
106 Add bike lanes and bus lanes, better enable mass transit, eliminate parking minimums, and allow more 

residential/commercial/office mixed use zoning. 
107 This whole area bounded by Forest Drive, Solomon's Island, Annapolis Harbor Mall and behind 

Festival Mall could be developed into a great "pocket" park as was proposed in the prior survey.  We 
need a walkway between all the strip malls and ATC., 

108 Build a park in this contiguous area; include dog park, tot lot, benches, and paths/boarkwalks 
connecting 3 shopping areas. 

109 Small park.  Walkways to strip malls. 
110 Create a walk/cycle path from here to the path on Poplar Drive and on down to Mainstreet. 
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Visual Preference Survey Responses  
(September 2017, 40 total responses) 
 
Where People Live 

   

   
This photo is reminiscent of the 
Annapolis Towne Centre. The 
details like street lights, awnings, 
brick/stone facade, etc. are very 
aesthetically pleasing. There does not 
appear to be any road striping, which 
could potentially be confusing for 
drivers. This photo is a bit of a poor 
example (from a safety perspective), 
with the black car in the forefront of 
the picture parked/stalled in the 
opposite direction of traffic. From a 
density perspective, this would bring 
a swarm of new residents to a 
relatively small, yet already busy, 
area. Current residents would have 
concerns about the population surge. 
No Bike Accomodations; favors 
parking over mobility 
Any green space nearby? 
I think this is ok, but maybe slightly, 
very slightly more urban than what is 
already there  
A good mixed use pattern with 
human scale building height and 
proper frontage. There could be 
better bike/ped access however. 
I like the businesses below, 
apartments above plan. Sidewalks 
could be wider. 

This photo is reminiscent of nicer 
areas of downtown Baltimore, which 
I don't think will be well-received by 
current Annapolis-area residents. 
From a density perspective, this 
would not be as concerning as photo 
"A." 
No Bike accomodations 
Sidewalks? 
Seems appropriate for the area 
Townhouses, particularly with street-
level garages, are not appropriate for 
a town center  
This is a community where residents 
drive into their garage and never 
leave. It offers little to a good 
community, including a place to walk 
other than in the street. 
#my2cargarageismyfrontdoor 
Ugly! All you see from the street is 
garage doors, cars scattered 
everywhere. Reversing out of 
driveway looks next to impossible 
when cars are parked on opposite 
side of road. And where do cyclists 
and walkers go? 
NO character 
looks like NoVA 
Ugly. Not inviting for walkers or 
bicycles. 

This photo is reminiscent of nice 
areas of Columbia, Maryland, which 
have a vibe of urban, mid-upper 
class professionals. The adjacent 
streets and parking areas look very 
busy, however. 
Height is ok but still no safe bike 
routes -- looks 100% autocentric 
not a fan of the architecture 
The building isn't bad, but it's hard 
to see in the picture what it relates 
to. The picture makes one believe it's 
isolated and not part of a bigger 
community. It's out of scale. 
One tall building looks very out of 
place. Looks very car-oriented. 
Looks sterile 
Like this, but must have garage 
parking for residents like the towne 
center; and power line shown is a 
no-no. Needs to be built some 
distance from SF homes. 
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Nice urban/residential mix 
Needs more greening - trees 
shrubbery flowers 
Maybe a bit wider strip for tree etc. 
between sidewalk and road? 
Unless garage parking is available, 
this looks like a parking nightmare 
and traffic congestion! Like the mix 
use concept. 

 

Not bad, but architectural design is 
drab! 
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This looks like a well-maintained 
area, with ample parking, though a 
bit reminiscent of Section 8 and/or 
military housing. 
Too suburban for a TOWN 
CENTER 
too suburban, although it may be 
appropriate for some of the outlying 
areas of the PGMA 
White toast. No butter please. 
Visually not very nice looking. This 
might work in a transition area 
between town center and suburbs. Is 
there a back yard here? If there's no 
front yard or back yard then just 
build apartments. The sidewalk 
needs a curb ramp. 
Suburby 
Hate this. Looks very low end! Not 
suited for neighborhood. 

 

This is a decent looking apartment 
complex. 
Could work in certain areas 
Can you get around without driving? 
not much character, looks like things 
we already have over by Housley 
Pretty generic looking. Not bad for 
an apartment complex though, I 
suppose. #UnitedstatesofGenerica 
I like the green space around the 
building. Not sure if anyone would 
want to use a balcony that overlooks 
a parking lot. 
No! 

 

Where is the bike lane? 
seems like the right level of urban 
feel 
This is okay, but large 
apartment/condo complex should 
be closely linked to other uses as 
well 
This is a better model for an 
apartment complex. Neo-traditional 
design and a good mix of materials. 
The bike lane, if that's what that is, is 
sorely lacking in practicality though, 
and the block is way too long. 
The buildings look nice but there's a 
lot of pavement in the picture. 
Looks a little too much like one 
continuous building. Sidewalks look 
great but not much room for 
cyclists. 
Is this mixed use, i.e.some 
businesses included? If so, I like it 
better than neutral 
Senior citizen home? Ok, I can live 
with this. No overhead power lines, 
please! 

 
Additional Thoughts on Residential Development in Parole:  
In general, there are a lot of concerns about residential development in Parole. Parole seems to be an area with a lot 
of commercial areas, but not as much existing residential areas. YET, residents from neighboring communities 
(Annapolis, Arnold, etc.) all travel IN to Parole to work, shop, eat, etc. Parole is busy, busy, busy already with all of 
the "daytime travelers," and by bringing in more residential developments, there would be a major concern of not 
having the traffic infrastructure to support it. 
Don't build density without considering multimodal/active transportation options 
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I view Parole as a more commercial shopping area, so any residential housing should work well with that density. 
The amount of cars and traffic are concerns, we need to increase public transit in the area or look at other ways to 
handle car traffic and parking. 
Make sure the mixes are mixes. A certain naughty OPZ Officer has given in to (and probably paid by) developers 
who like to make a homogeneous product (one saying "there's no market for retail", and only building residential, 
then the next developer saying "there's no market for residential", and only building retail. Give the people who live 
places someplace super easy to walk, even if it's for a pack of gum or a Chai-vanilla-half-caff-latte-chino with a 
mocha twist. 
The Parole area should connect/transition well with surrounding areas. What is the city's plan for outer West Street? 
What is traffic going to be like if high rise apartments go up in this large of an area? Traffic is already terrible. 
High-rise apartment complexes are popping up all over Parole. I think the one behind Double-T has ~200 units. 
200 more cars on the road. Then there are The James and another two along Admiral Cochran, probably adding 
another ~400 or more cars. I was born and raised here, and I remember a time when even Housely Rd didn't exist. 
Over time, the number of cars on our roads (even though there are newer connecting roads) has increased so much, 
and adding these luxury unaffordable high-rise apartment complexes will only increase congestion. Back in late June 
2017 there was a head-on collision on US Rt 50 near Cape St. Claire, and both sides of 50 were shut down. All of 
those cars were routed through all the other roads in the Annapolis area. It was a complete nightmare. A trip that 
normally took 15 minutes took me nearly 2 hours. My point is, yeah it's cool and looks cool to add lots of cramped 
high-rise apartment buildings around here, and yes the future of transportation may make commuting unimaginably 
easy, but you can't keep bringing tons and tons of people living in cramped spaces and expect our roads to be easy, 
safe, and convenient to use. Also I think some of the culture of Annapolis is somewhat lost with the rise of these 
apartment complexes. I was thankful enough to grow up in a neighborhood where I had a yard, I had grass, I had 
property to use. Why can't we build more neighborhoods surrounding Parole, instead of cramming tons of people 
and future kids into this tiny little space? 
Keep it family quality and safe. Invested a lot here, so want to keep attracting the right folks to the area regardless of 
color, creed or sexual orientation. 
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Where People Shop and Dine 
 

   

   
Looks a bit too city-esque for the 
area. Maybe it is just because this 
particular photo shows the shadow-
casting on the street, which is 
reminiscent of high-rise city 
buildings (even though the building 
itself doesn't look exceptionally tall). 
Crosswalks also do not seem very 
visible/apparent. Shoppers/diners in 
the Parole area seem to like to park 
in one place and walk around a lot, 
so this would be a safety concern. 
Good frontage but add bike lanes 
I'd like this if I knew there was green 
space set aside. The concerts at 
Annapolis Town Center require 
shutting a road down. 
fits with the existing scale. the 
architecture is a little stark. not 
enough attention to bicycle mobility 
Looks good! This intersection looks 
like it wants to be a Barnes Dance 
(Pedestrian Scramble), which would 
be awesome if it was! 
Don't care for the architecture. Too 
much pavement. Scale is probably 
okay for a town center. 
not very walkable 
Walker friendly 

 

This reminds me of the shopping 
amenities already located off 
Housley Road, which seem to work 
nicely in the community....many 
shopping options, ample parking, 
but not overly crammed on top of 
each other. 
looks like sprawl 
too suburban. needs better 
pedestrian and bicycle accessibility. 
There's no sidewalk shown on the 
arterial road, bike lanes should be 
provided 
We don't need more strip malls in 
the Town Center. Those we have 
should consider opportunities to 
integrate with other uses or add uses 
in an innovative way. For example, is 
there potential for residential on top 
of some of these (like Festival at 
Riva)?  
Suburban slop. Not sure I would risk 
crossing that road...there are curb 
cuts, but no crosswalks, and getting 
across that expanse could be hairy. 
Not much character. Looks like a 
strip mall next to a highway. 
big box strip mall???  
We have way too much stuff like 
this. Not needed at all!! 
Car dependent 

 

This is also reminiscent of Housley 
Road. Very nice. 
Doesn't look like a TOWN 
CENTER 
The buffer of grass is appealing 
again, way to suburban...just another 
strip mall that's unattractive. there's 
no pedestrian or bicycle access at all, 
only way there is by car 
100% car-centric! The sky is pretty 
though. 
Looks like a strip mall but a not 
terrible strip mall. 
Not needed! 
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This looks like a warehouse club, like 
a Sam's or BJ's, which is a great type 
of amenity for modern 
individuals/families, but it invites a 
warehouse feel to the entire 
surrounding area. The short 
landscape buffer is very dwarfed by 
the warehouse and sprawling parking 
lot. It would be nicer to see larger 
shade trees. The sidewalk is nice, 
however. 
more impervious surface for church 
creek. How much commercial does 
the area need? 
while there is sidewalk shown, this 
continues to appear to suburban. 
Parole is almost completely built out 
and should be focusing on creating 
more density with any 
redevelopment 
Hard to tell from the curvature of 
the earth across the parking lot, but I 
think there's a building back there 
somewhere. Hey, at least there's a 
sidewalk for that poor fella who ran 
out of gas driving across that parking 
lot. #myhedgerowislongerthanyour 
hedgerow 
This is similar to what Parole Plaza 
(Towne Centre) looked like 40 years 
ago. 
asphalt jungle 
Ugly 

 

This is nice and seems to fit the 
mold of many modern "city-
centers." Because Parole seems to be 
a hub for lots of business complexes, 
shopping/dining centers like this are 
ideal for people to run to on their 
lunch break for quick errands and a 
bite to eat. In the evening and 
weekend hours, visitors will like a lot 
of shopping/dining options in a 
condensed area, all while having nice 
wide sidewalks to shuttle them from 
one establishment to the next. 
just add the bike lanes 
Can I walk or ride here or do I have 
to drive? Looks like I'd face traffic 
and parking issues. 
This is very similar to Annapolis 
Town Center. Redevelopment in the 
area of ATC, such as the shopping 
center where the Home Depot is 
located, should focus on expanding 
this type of development in scale and 
architecture. There should be an 
increased focus on bike/ped 
connections from ATC to other 
commercial areas (Harbor Center 
and Festival at Riva) 
I would eat here! Looks pretty cool. 
Do you have to feed that meter to sit 
at that table though? 
Looks like the outside 
seating/pedestrian area was an 
afterthought. Architecture too 
blocky/two-dimensional. 
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Mixed use?Housing on top? Yes! 
 

Additional Thoughts on Commercial Development in Parole: 
There seems to already be a lot of existing commercial development in Parole, but well thought-out shopping 
centers like the Annapolis Towne Centre would likely be well-received. 
I see some big box stores as a necessity for the area, but appearance could be improved. 
There should be an increased focus on connecting bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure with all development 
opportunities. Consider designating the area separately in the DPW Design Manual with it's own road design 
guidelines/details and sidewalk/bicycle infrastructure requirements. Other neighboring Counties have done this 
with their more urban areas. 
Shopping is pretty good in Parole. Keep focused on outdoor amenities with interesting things for people to look at. 
Namely, other people. 
Parking, parking and more parking. Is it going to be like downtown? Oh, no!! How much? 
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Where We Park 
 

   
 
 

 

   
Wide space between the rows is 
critical for backing in/out, especially 
to accommodate the large vehicles 
that so many families/individuals of 
today seem to most commonly 
possess. This is nice. 
Horrible use of impervious surface 
Please spare us! 
Parking should be discouraged in 
this manner. It does not allow for an 
urban streetscape at all. 
large lots with meager tree cover are 
inappropriate. Require much larger 
trees at construction 
I just threw up in my mouth. 
Whoever has to haul the shopping 
carts from that corral back to the 
store isn't getting paid enough! But 
hey, walking through an interminable 
parking lot to a store (and then 
throughout the expansive store) 
counts as exercise, right? 
#sprawlercize 
The worst of the bunch. 

 

The amount of trees/green is nice 
here, but there is not much space 
between the rows for backing in/out 
of spaces. 
Attractive but not enough 
capacity....favors cars over bikes and 
peds 
I like this better with regard to 
getting the cars off the drive aisles. 
The street should contain bike lanes. 
great landscaping 
Not sure what I'm looking at here. 
Decent crosswalk at least. 
Lots more green space than most 
parking lots. 

 
 
 
  

While there are several parking 
garages in the area already, this 
particular one looks too commercial 
and is not aesthetically pleasing. 
Multilevel more sensible in a town 
ctr 
If we get sidewalks, permeable strips, 
trees and buffers by constructing a 5 
level parking garage then I'm ok with 
it. Not much to look at however. 
I am not opposed to additional 
parking garages in ATC, especially in 
the urban core, but this particular 
example is too stark. The street 
scape is sparce and there's no 
character.  
parking garages don't have to be so 
ugly 
Is this an earthbound simulation of 
the Death Star tractor beam?? 
#ihatewhereiwork 
It's an ugly building but I prefer 
parking garages to acres and acres of 
parking lots. If it were a prettier 
parking garage I would put it on the 
plus side of the scale. 
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This garage seems to fit the mold of 
existing parking garages already 
existing in the area. 
Trees, wide sidewalks underground 
parking are appealing. 
I like this. Good mixed use 
development with the 
retail/commercial available at street 
level with residential at the top. The 
parking is removed from the street 
and contained in a concealed garage. 
Nice! Extra wide sidewalks to 
accommodate all modes of active 
transportation. I assume the red 
circle is identifying internal or 
underground parking and/or 
commercial loading. Me Likey. 

 

Don't we already have a ton of this 
type of development all over town? 
While this one is similar to the other 
one, with getting the cars out of the 
drive aisle, it has always felt to me 
like a very car centric experience and 
takes away from the ambiance of the 
quaint retail shops. Rehobeth Beach 
is configured this way. 
Despite the wide sidewalks and 
pedestrian refuge, this looks pretty 
car-centric. 
Not great, but at least they provided 
some trees. Can't see the shops 
through all the cars. 

 

Parking looks limited. Unfortunately, 
citizens (here and everywhere!) do 
not seem to have great technical 
skills or etiquette in parallel parking, 
so this is not ideal. It would be very 
chaotic to get in and out of these 
spaces with a one-lane two-way 
street adjacent. 
This looks like a city block in Crystal 
City not Annapolis. Can two people 
walk side by side on that sidewalk? I 
have to drive around looking for a 
spot and then pay metered parking? 
No thanks. 
Ok streetscape, but I don't like the 
parking 
Do away with the street tree pits (aka 
dog pee and trip hazard pits) and 
you have a decent urban sidewalk 
with decent on-street parking. 
I hate parallel parking. Annapolis 
Towne Centre isn't so bad because 
the spaces are huge, but these spaces 
look tiny. I would much rather see a 
wider sidewalk here, maybe some 
better landscaping, instead of cars. 

 
Additional thoughts on Parking for Parole:  
Provide BIKE PARKING TOO 
giant sprawling parking lots are an eyesore but for certain stores like home depot they make sense. Garages are 
good, but they can be ugly. I think convenient quick access parking near buildings should be available, and garage 
access nearby if staying longer is best. 
consider opportunities for back in angled parking 
It always comes down to money doesn't it. Structured parking is too expensive, says Mr. Billionaire-developer. 
Target Garage was a decent attempt, but left the "outside" of ATC looking very uninteresting. Would have been 
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nice to front shops on Old Forest too, with parallel parking on Old Forest. Instead we're stuck with a long, 
expansive, uninteresting backside. 
Create car-free zones or bike/ped friendly zones with parking (garages) on the outside of the ped areas. 
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Where People Bike and Walk 
 

   

   
A bike lane next to 2 lanes of fast 
traffic will not get enough people to 
ride 
like dedicated bike lane separated 
from sidewalk, though that bike lane 
would be better served if it was 
marked better and perhaps more 
separate from traffic. 
I'm sure everyone would prefer 
dedicated walkable bikeable but this 
is a step in the right direction. Nice 
mature trees BTW. 
I like this, it's a separate bike lane 
with colored pavement for the bike 
lane and a separate sidewalk 
Yay! a bike lane! A skinny one 
however, that competes with what 
could potentially be very fast traffic 
on this expansively long stretch of 
suburban something or other. 
This does not look bike friendly. Is 
this a 4-lane road? I would be cycling 
on the sidewalk here. 

 

The sidewalk is nice and wide, but 
would the pedestrians and cyclists be 
expected to share the sidewalk? If I 
were a cyclist, I don't think I would 
think/know to use the sidewalk. I 
see cyclists driving on roads like this, 
which I think would continue to 
occur. 
Yes, separated. Just make sure it 
visibly looks like a shared-use path, 
not a wide sidewalk like on Forest 
Dr 
This looks like the type of sidewalk 
that doesn't get used much, they are 
at the edge of parking lots and not 
necessarily where pedestrians will 
want to travel. You see a lot of 
sidewalks like this on the roads 
around malls and they are rarely used 
unless they connect desirable 
destinations together. Also there 
should be some sort of crosswalk 
marking, at least as an indication to 
cars there could be a pedestrian 
crossing there. 
Where do I ride? 
It is not clear how wide this is. If it's 
a shared use path then it's fine, if not 
wide enough then this is substandard 
for bicycling on the road or the path. 
Add trees in the verge 
This one I really do see the curvature 
of the earth! And that is a sidewalk 

Prefer the separated shared-use path 
This sidewalk is well maintained, 
looks new, nicer landscaping. Putting 
trees between the cars and the 
sidewalk is a big bonus as long as the 
trees don't overgrow over the 
sidewalk. 
Sidewalk and a bike lane? Tree's, 
plantings, green buffers what's not to 
like? 
This is ok, but the shoulder should 
be marked as a bike lane, like in the 
first image. 
This is where I would go if I wanted 
to take a long, uninteresting walk. 
Again, at least there's some sort of a 
bike lane. 
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where if you see somebody walking 
you just have to wonder where the 
hell they came from, and where the 
hell are they going, and hope that ice 
cream isn't on their shopping list. 
#Longwalkhome 
Is this trail or sidewalk? If it's trail 
(that bikes can ride on) then I like it. 
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Is the red/brick path for bikes? 
Looks nice and modern 
(European-esque) if so. 
Yes, separated facility 
This appears to be separated 
bike lane and a wide walking 
area next to potentially 
buildings of interest, and 
everything is well maintained 
looking. Could use more 
natural landscaping perhaps. 
Concern about road crossing 
there. 
Bike racks are good 
If this is showing a sidewalk 
separated by roadside 
"furniture" (signs, etc.) and 
then a separate bike track in 
different colored pavement, 
and then the road, separated by 
a grassy median, then this is 
PERFECT! 
great, attractive dedicated 
bikeway 
I am liking only because of the 
bike, pedestrian and stormwater 
management practices. It 
otherwise seems to be a bit 
bland. The block is way too 
long and the building is too 

This is inadequate for 
pedestrians and cyclists. 
Pedestrians would inevitably 
use the median, which I don't 
think is the intent. Pedestrians 
on the white sidewalk are too 
close to the road (a safety 
concern), and there doesn't 
appear to be an adequate 
lane/space for cyclists. 
No bike facilities; 
uncomfortable sidewalk adjoins 
roadway 
dangerous 
At least there is a sidewalk, 
however, it's is directly next to 
the road, which is dangerous, 
and it looks like it needs 
maintenance. There is no bike 
lane available 
this is uncomfortable for 
walking beside a busy highway 
I just fell asleep looking at this 
image. 
No bike facilities, sidewalk too 
close to road. 

 

This road looks too congested 
to accommodate pedestrians 
and cyclists safely. 
I am thinking of this more for 
areas like west street crossing to 
Annapolis Towne Centre. 
Bring it! Get me across 665 on 
foot or bike! 
I'm guessing this is in reference 
to the bridge. If it's a 
pedestrian/bicycle crossing, 
then it's good. 
Great bikeway over highway. 
Consider to link over US50 or 
to link City to ATC 
Generic highway. Cool 
pedestrian bridge. 
Bikers must stay off the 
roadway and move to the side 
or bike alley when cars 
approach. Bikers take up the 
middle of the road and keep 
traffic to a crawl creating a 
dangerous situation. 
Is this a photo for the bridge or 
for the shoulder as a bike path? 
I live the bridge as a way to get 
cyclists across the highway. The 
shoulder is just okay. 
I dont want any more highway 
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monotone. 
 

type but i like pedestrian 
bridges 

 
Additional Thoughts on Bike and Pedestrian Ways for Parole:  
Excited to hear about / see plans for this! It is very much lacking. There is good infrastructure 
within many centers for walking (ex: Annapolis Towne Centre), but getting from one area to the 
next safely is a challenge (example: Annapolis Towne Centre to the Festival of Riva). 
Must make it SAFE and COMFORTABLE for the average person to WANT to ride 
Dedicated marked bike lanes that connect to regional bike paths. Safe pedestrian access on roadways 
and across roadways, and connect places of interest. 
Connect Harbor Center to Festival, to Forest Plaza, to Town Center with Ped/Bike path. 
Bicycle and Pedestrian should be better emphasized and required in all development within Parole. 
County Code and the DPW Design Manual needs to be changed or added to, to require new 
development applications to meet road standards that include bike/ped requirements. 
Always a struggle in AACO! Cars rule, pedestrians drool. Give up on the notion of a bike lane AND 
a standard sidewalk, especially roads like Riva. Concentrate on making really kick-butt wide 
sidewalks that can accommodate all active modes. Look at the stretch along Old Forest in front of 
the Target garage as inspiration. 
I will sometimes bike on the road but prefer trails separate from the road. 
Please be sure to make solutions integrated with adjacent communities and the city of Annapolis. 
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Amenities for Placemaking 
 

   

   
This is definitely a talking piece! 
I think people would like to see 
more benches for 
sitting/resting. 
I'm really not much of a fan of 
this. It seems like wasted space. 
Suburban plaza? I'm guessing 
this is the busy time of day too. 
Well, except when people are 
artificially lured here by some 
planned event. 
#concertintheplaza 
Not for Parole--too much 
wasted space. 
It kind of looks stuck out in the 
middle of nowhere. Points off 
because I don't like this piece 
of artwork, and there's too 
much pavement around it. 

 

Make sure ped and bike 
friendly 
This is a littl better, but again, 
the space seems wasted 
Cute. Nice historic area with a 
better integrated meeting place 
than that last plaza. Looks like 
this requires a MASSIVE right-
of-way to accomplish though. 
Certainly not in Annapolis. 
 

 

Too much impervious surface 
wow you could have a concert 
or a farmers market there or 
throw a frisbee! 
This might be good for 
outdoor activities, such as fairs 
or concerts 
I like the gathering space; this 
one in particular is a little bland 
Big Open Park! It'll be nicer 
with mature trees, but for now 
we'll have to bake in the sun to 
watch the scheduled concert. 
No worries, we'll have a/c for 
the car ride home! 
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Very unique 
Why more Impervious surface? 
I think this belongs in a more 
urban area than Parole as is 
shown in the picture. 
good interactive fountain 
Nice urban plaza. A decent 
destination! 
That looks like so much fun! I 
have seen similar fountains in 
other cities and they are great. 

 

people would use this for more 
dog areas which is a problem 
today. 
Looks old and in need of 
benches. That said, the people 
pictured are enjoying that little 
parcel of green! 
good flexible space for various 
functions 
Please tell me that the 
confederate statue was just 
removed from this circle, and 
those are some last straggling 
protesters! Nobody thought 
about the pigeons when they 
removed the statues! Seriously 
though, this may have potential 
if it's near stuff. 
#pigeonsprefertopoop 
onconfederatesoldiersheads 
Parole is a small traffic clogged 
area. Don't need monuments 
and Parks. 
Always a fan of more green 
space. 

 

 

Additional thoughts on Amenities for Parole:  
The area could definitely use more amenities, and these examples are all nice. 
I think useful small dog parks or other places are good. The important part is that people use and 
enjoy the space. An area large enough to host events/concerts/sports is a big bonus. 
We have a great opportunity here for Parole. It is a unique area. It just needs little tender loving care 
of beautifying west street. Some redevelopment. More walkable spaces and more targeting to have 
pedestrians be safe. We have a bunch of shopping areas but are not connected. For example you 
could walk from the Towne Centre to Home Depot on Forest but you cannot walk from behind 
Home depot shopping area to the other shopping center where Bow Ties Cinema is. Well you could 
I guess if you want to risk your life on route 2. Why not have some connections that flow from 
those shopping area to west street to even the mall. 
Safe to assume people will have pets. A dog park perhaps? Has anyone seen the new dog park in 
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silver spring on colesville rd? 
I like the areas that encourage people to sit outside or are usable for concerts or fairs, etc. It brings 
people together. 
Passive/active recreation areas need to be central and not afterthoughts to be shoved in a corner or 
crammed in the middle of a right of way. They need to be where people are going to be, not where 
they must go, otherwise they're just maintenance obligations (and good places for ne'er-do-wells to 
smoke weed). 

 
Parole Open House Post-it comments 
(September 2017)  
 
Transportation – Road Network 

- Intermodal connections needed between the mall, Annapolis Towne Centre, etc. Shuttle 
- No access to properties south side of West Street (west of Riva) from the westbound merge 

lane off US50 
- Harbour Center should add an exit to the road to 665; it’s entrance only and there’s only one 

exit to this area 
- 24 Defense Street traffic issue: can’t make a left Thursday through Sunday (Tapestry Project) 
- Difficulty leaving Rolling Knolls school (note: just beyond PGMA) 
- Concerns with left turns from Double T Diner and Tapestry onto West St 
- Problem left turns off of Riva southbound (south of 665 intersection) – should go to 

Admiral Cochrane [to enter via Womack] 
- Green right arrow needed, southbound Riva turning left onto Truman Pkwy 
- Poor ingress and egress going east (West Street) 
- West/Riva intersection – difficult vehicle movements.  
- Turning left onto 665 from Riva is not intuitive 
- Riva/665 – improve intersection 

 
Transportation – Bike/Ped 

- Bike “Route” (on map) means there is a green sign but zero safe infrastructure for bikes. It is 
misleading! 

- Sidewalks on both sides, but no crosswalk (West Street) 
- Provide safe bike/ped infrastructure within Parole Town Center and to/from other areas, 

e.g. downtown Annapolis via Poplar Trail 
- Extend Poplar Trail to Rt 2 sidepath 
- Street lights needed (Old Solomon’s Island Rd) 
- Make this share-use path for bikes/ped (at Rt 2, Rt 393 intersection) 
- Cannot get from Rt 2 South (Admiral Cochrane) to North Rt 2 (Bestgate) [by bike] 
- Shared-use path connecting Harbor Centre and Home Depot, Yes! 
- Crosswalks need increased visibility to motorists (at Riva/665) 
- More ped/bike connections 
- No sidewalk Old Solomon’s Island Road  
- Need safe bike/ped links across Rt 2 
- Overpass over Rt 2 to Annapolis Towne Centre 
- Bridge linking shopping centers – Harbour Center, Festival at Riva and Forest Plaza 
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- Can’t walk the Riva/665 intersection 
- Lack of sidewalks to get to school on Riva Road (for children, people with dogs) 

 
Transportation – Transit 

- Annapolis Towne Centre needs trolley service 
- Annapolis has made a minor adjustment to its yellow Route to serve Annapolis Corporate 

Park/Social Security office. For more info contact Kwaku Duah at ____________. 
- Admiral Cochrane bus stop is not accessible for all adjacent neighborhoods (Rt2) 
- Better mass transit 

 
Zoning/Policy Areas 

- W1 is an outdated zoning category even with the additional uses allowed under the PGMA 
 
Land Use 

- Parole Town Center doesn’t have a traditional town feel; lacks library, police, church, other 
non-commercial uses 

- Places for kids to play; a park area  
- More urban, bigger footprint 
- Expand town center to include old shopping center  
- Improvement to state property (MVA) 
- Mixed use, higher density 
- Signature buildings 

 
Environmental 

- Old Solomon’s Island Road – No stormwater management rain gutter?  
- Stormwater concerns off Hudson to headwaters of Weems Creek 

 
Other 

- Not meeting full potential 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:KAD@annapolis.gov
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Parole Community Survey II 
(April 2021, 49 total responses) 
 
1. Where do you live? 

 
 
 
 
2. Please enter your residential 5-digit ZIP code. 
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3. Please indicate your age group. 

 
 
4. Which of the following U.S. Census-designated categories best identifies your 
race? 

 
 
5. Are you of Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish origin? 
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6. How do you typically spend time in Parole? (Check all that apply.) 
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7. How strongly do you agree or disagree that the following challenges affect Parole? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
8. Which is the single most important challenge that needs to be addressed in 
Parole? 
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9. How important or unimportant are the following needs/opportunities in Parole? 

 
 
 
 
 
10. Please indicate which is the single most important opportunity for Parole. 
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11. Please add your email address if you would like to be notified of the public 
comment period for the draft Plan.  
 
 
12. Please use this space to share any open-ended feedback about Parole. (Limit 600 
Characters.) 
 
Suburbia at its worse. 
You cannot just fix cycling access IN Parole, you have to fix cycling access to get to/from Parole. 
There are ZERO safe and low stress routes to/from Parole, in any direction. 
Need safe pedestrian access along and across route 2, into Annapolis and to Edgewater and then 
points north 
Transit options need to be advertised much better (as well as more routes & more frequency of 
routes). Parking lots and parking garages are mostly empty most of the time - a waste of space and 
only encourage people to drive instead of taking transit or walking. People who pay a lot to live in 
Parole, within easy walking distance of everything they need, have to risk their lives walking and 
biking so that people who live outside Parole can drive fast through their neighborhood. 
Parole is not my price range, when I do go it's clear it wasn't well thought out. The original Parole 
was better. Traffic flow is a problem, last trip there a resident needed ambulance & it destroyed the 
ability for anyone to go anywhere, everyone was trapped until ambulance was ready to leave, there 
was nowhere for the traffic to go. It's a shame everyone always feels a need to build regardless of 
what's lost in process. I will never enjoy new Parole the way I enjoyed the original, new Parole 
destroyed feel of entire area, it's like a giant that just doesn't fit where it is. 
Survey was difficult to answer due to the manner in which the questions were phrased. Would get 
better feedback if could comment on each item. For instance one item was do we need more parks 
and open space. Parole Town center is a growth area and meant to be more high density residential 
and commercial. Quiet Waters Park is a great amenity that serve Parole but pedestrian and bike 
access needs improvement. 
This appears to be "push" by AA County and OPZ to remove long term families from the south 
Bestgate area via zoning modifications. Where is the advocacy/protection for the mostly minority 
residents living here? 
This survey didn't specifically address the junky empty Annapolis Mall or the failed Wegman's 
opportunity. The #1 priority in my eyes is to determine what to do with a dying mall. Can it be an 
indoor sports arena? Can Wegmans go in where Sears was? Can we turn some of the parking lot into 
a park with an outdoor amphitheater? The other concern is that we have a number of pedestrians 
walking from the mall up Generals Highway toward the bowling alley. That spot needs a sidewalk! 
Would like to see the completion of several pedestrian walks/ramps at Harker Place and Riva Road 
by the Exxon which will then make it a full circle for walking and biking around the Towne Centre 
complex. I power walk the parameter daily and that is the only hang-up. 
Using the vision of 8-80 cities can you design an area that accommodates eight-year-olds and 80 
year-olds everyone else is also well taken care of. So by focusing on pedestrian and bicycle safety and 
access, traffic congestion in other superstructure issues will be taken care of on the human scale 
leading to a better quality of life for everyone. I’d also suggest adding an accessory dwelling unit 
initiative in the parole area for existing homeowners as an innovative way to provide mixed income 
housing 
If you look at the Mosaic District (2911 District Ave Suite 140, Fairfax, VA 22031) I think they did a 
really great job of providing passive open space. The turf area is used for yoga, outdoor movies on 
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the lawn, Christmas tree display, kids games, etc. I think the Parole Town Centre is missing this. 
There is no space for public gatherings. I feel that open space increases the connectivity and 
community feel of these spaces. 
My leading interest is in increasing the carbon capture of Parole’s trees, secondarily better storm 
water management. 
Rather than develop untouched land in other parts of the city and county, the focus should be on 
upgrading and better utilizing the already developed areas within Parole Town Center. This area is 
already commercialized so Big Box isn't the problem. The problem is a cohesive design that 
connects the spaces and accessibility throughout the area. Some of the already developed areas are in 
in desperate need of upgrading. 
One of the major issues is to improve the power grid and infrastructure of the Parole area. 
I would bike to/from Parole for shopping/dining if I could get there and back safely and could 
store my bike there safely and securely while visiting Parole. But neither is the case now. 
To me Parole seems like it is all strip shopping centers. There is very little housing/neighborhoods 
except off of Forest Drive and West St. It appears to be more of a shopping/commercial area with 
very little room for any new building of any type. 
So many things need to be fixed. And more housing with all needed amenities in walking distance 
are needed if you are going to continue developing this area while still allowing traffic to flow and 
Stormwater to be managed. 
As a biker who frequents Parole, I find it difficult to get around safely while riding my bicycle. I’ve 
had many close encounters with reckless drivers on busy roads. I would like to see dedicated bike 
paths for cyclists to feel safe. 
Please recover and preserve the original, local footprint of the community of Parole; Annapolis does 
not need to be gentrified any further. 
I have heard that for sometime Wegmans has been interested in the parcel on the westside of Riva 
Rd. but that the county is trying to force this very successful retailer to build a 2-level store to keep it 
compatible with Parole Town Center. It is NOT part of the Town Center and shouldn't be required 
to build this way. The county has wasted new jobs and revenue in taxes by not letting the retailer 
who knows their business operate as they know best. Residents of Annapolis need this fabulous 
retailer and the county needs to be more willing to let them build ASAP. 
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Parole Community Listening Session Jamboards 
(April 2021) 
 
Assets – What are the most successful or enjoyable features of Parole?  
Group 1 

• Proximity to hospital 
• Proximity to water 
• Accessibility to RT 50 and 97 especially for people who work in Annapolis 
• Proximity to downtown Annapolis 
• Centrally located, all the features make it unique. Not many comparable regions in area with 

access to commuter routes and southern County 
• Ward 3 has largest amount of businesses 
• All of business/personal needs can be met in the area 
• Accessibility to grocery and restaurants 
• Beautiful historic pockets 
• Annapolis Towne Center 
• Summer concerts and events at Annapolis Towne Center 
• Annapolis Waterworks (park and trail) 
• Chambers Park 

 
Group 2 

• Variety of businesses and parking at those business 
• Centrally located, proximity to important places (downtown Annapolis), everything you need 

is there – within 5 minutes 
• Better connectivity within and to/from other areas 
• Truman Park and Ride 
• Medical center, professional services, proximity to Annapolis (downtown) 
• Appreciate ability to drive from shopping center to water 
• Lots of good restaurants 
• Adjacent parks (Waterworks) 
• Mix of housing type 
• Very commutable by car 

 
Challenges – What are Parole’s biggest challenges?  
Group 1 

• Traffic congestion 
• Car-centrism 
• Sidewalk connectivity, specifically toward Harbor and Town Centers 
• Lack of connectivity to surrounding areas 
• Walkability. Unsafe to walk around without fear of being hit by a car 
• Abandoned/unused buildings and underutilized sites 
• We’ve lost a lot of anchor businesses lately 
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• Many vacant commercial/office spaces. Can these be redeveloped? Community centers, 
senior enters that contribute to neighborhood feel 

• More access to water (Broad Creek), could there be more public launches in the area? 
• No real sense of community 
• Few neighborhoods. Hard to imagine as a “place to go” 
• It’s ugly 
• Lack of  warmth, of sense of place/community 
• Parole area is very commercial focused. Challenging to call it a community 
• Better look and feel of design will be needed to achieve more housing density.  
• Lack of clarity about the boundary of the area 
• Need more green space 
• Needs more green energy investments 
• Development approval timelines 
• Town center operating under suburban rules. Need more clarity for development regualtions 

so that vision for Parole (urbanized) can be fulfilled 
• APFO test for new development are more or less equivalent to suburban APF standards 
• Too much onus on the first developments that are a step in the right direction. Fulfilling the 

community vision is a long game. 
 
Group 2 

• US 50/MD 2 runs through it – how do you work with it 
• Energy grid – can it manage the infrastructure we currently have 
• Continuity – Harbour Center, Kohl’s, other shopping centers – feels chopped up 
• Would like to see more green space (Harbour Center and around the mall) 
• Car-centric design; car infrastructure may need to be retrofitted/take a hit to build 

bike/pedestrian facilities 
• Gaps in the sidewalk/bike network 
• Lack of outdoor gathering spaces 
• Walkability/bikability is difficult, especially from downtown Annapolis and Westfield Mall 

and even within the Growth Management Area – need bike/pedestrian facilities 
• Residential tends to be pricey 

 
Ideas – How can we address our challenges and improve Parole?  
Group 1 

• Better bike and pedestrian connectivity 
• Need bike and pedestrian connections in Parole and to areas outside of Parole 
• Add affordable housing 
• Can we strengthen the public realm 
• New plazas at Annapolis Towne Center 
• Retrofit of redevelop empty space to become residential to tie together the existing assets 
• Columbia’s downtown transformation is inspiring: denser, mixed-use space 
• Columbia’s downtown also has a whole lot of green and public space 
• Emphasis on “villages” and “neighborhood” development model 
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• Build on the public outdoor events that were happening pre-COVID. Ensure they’re 
inclusive of families and of adults 

• Adding more community services (senior centers, community centers) 
• Flexibility in regulations going forward so that Malls and Property owners can be nimble in 

the face of future challenges such as COVID 
 
Group 2 

• Seasonal road closures (Towne Center Boulevard could be filled with restaurant tables, 
pedestrian mall ) – help push people out of their cars 

• Better trail network 
• Fill bike/pedestrian gaps 
• Parole circulator bus (town centers, mall, hospital) with regular service 
• Public gathering places (outdoor – like a concert) 
• Any type of bike/pedestrian/transit improvements are within and to/from the surrounding 

area 
• Incentivize residential density 
• Density would help walkability 
• Need for affordable housing – incentivize it 
• Rules are difficult to interpret, need to simplify rules and guidelines 
• Adopt new plan ASAP so requirements aren’t antiquated (have inhibited re-

use/redevelopment of property) 
• Incentive program – interesting way to get affordable housing (density bonus) 
• Virginia Beach – new town center is away from beaches 
• Goal is to have families own one car – less money spent, more affordable 
• E-commerce affecting brick and mortar stores – let those stores adjust – build in flexibility 

in regulations to meet market needs 
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Parole Town Center Master Plan Topics Survey 
(June 2021, 30 total responses) 
 
1. Where do you live? 

 
 
 
2. Please indicate your age group. 

 
 
 
3. Which of the following U.S. Census-designated categories best identifies your 
race? 
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4. Are you of Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish origin? 

 
 
 
5. Please add your email address if you would like to be notified of the public 
comment period for the draft Plan. 
 
 
6. Mobility and Accessibility: Getting to and around Parole can be uncomfortable for 
bicyclists and pedestrians, and inconvenient for transit riders. 

 
Comments:  
Need to study opportunities to include additional pedestrian crosswalk lakes, walking/bike paths to 
the most frequent locations in the Parole area. 
It is very congested for drivers as well. 
For the most part, road-side shoulders are small. 
Most critical issue in my opinion. 
Bicycling is the most over rated form of travel there is. The weather is not good enough around her 
to make that a priority way of travel. It is either too hot, too cold, or rainy to build our infrastructure 
around bicycle travel. 
We need sidewalks from the 55+ complex on General’s Highway to the mall so we can walk there 
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7. Traffic Congestion: Parole and the surrounding region 
experiences significant traffic congestion, which needs to be addressed. 

 
Comments:  
Study traffic signals and stoppage times. Reconfigure lanes and create more pedestrian friendly 
walkways for an easier way to travel through the district. 
Not any more than I would expect for a shopping center. 
Depending on the time of day. Dunkin Donuts on Riva contributes primarily during the morning 
commute hours. The merge onto 50/665 contributes in the evening hours. Outside of those areas at 
those times, congestion is mostly containable. West Street backs up, but mostly because of the 
amount of cars using the double lane with no designated turn lane. 
Traffic congestion is typical and possibly a bit lower than would be expected in a town center area. 
Traffic has been manageable and not a major problem. 
The reason why there is traffic congestion is because of the state highways (rt 50 and 97). 97 must 
be expanded and that will alleviate a lot of the traffic issues. The bay bridge crossing should go 
somewhere else besides AA co. Again, would take away some traffic concerns. Finally, if you really 
want to be good planners, you all should be looking into the future (ie. autonomous bus systems and 
autonomous cars). Autonomous vehicles will reduce traffic significantly because the optimal traffic 
patter will be programmed in. 
The turn lane onto 50 by the Exxon is a mess! 
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8. Evolving Retail Environment. Commercial and office real estate have strong 
representation in Parole, but market headwinds have altered demand for these uses. 

 
There needs to be good use of closed retail stores, rather than leaving them empty or knocking them 
down. 
Currently, yes. There are a number of restaurants in Parole; however, the social retail is not present. 
There are very few vacant retail/office buildings in Parole. Of course, office space may change in the 
future due to impacts of COVID-19 as many businesses continue to offer tele-working options. 
Core retail uses will still thrive in Parole if they are permitted to function as intended  
You should create flexible zoning laws to allow real estate owners to pivot based on the market 
demand. 
Please, please bring back the Wegmans option! 
 
9. Environmental Decline. Impervious surface, outdated stormwater facilities, lack of 
tree canopy, and the heat island effect have become concerns. 
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Outdated facilities and development techniques are primary drivers here. With updated and 
sustainable redevelopment, many of these issues can be responsibly addressed. 
Could really use a nice, green park in Parole. 
Parole is a city center. Tree canopy shouldn't be emphasized here. Additionally, there clearly will be 
impervious surface if you want this to be a city center. The "outdated" storm water facilities actually 
work much better and more efficiently than what the code is now. Additionally, impervious, storm 
water management, and tree canopy should not restrict or prohibit development in the parole area. 
 
10. Please use this space to share any open-ended feedback about challenges in 
Parole. 
Too much development recently... 
We need more public transportation options to get to New Carrolton and BWI. 
Parole is ok, that is what it has always been, but that is enough. Traffic is horrendous in Annapolis 
but Parole is acceptable because it is on the outskirts. I strongly oppose the rate of growth that 
Annapolis is experiencing because our city cannot keep up with the damage to the environment and 
other drains on community resources. There are no forests on FOREST DRIVE and that lone 
Chinqapin sappling on Chinqapin Round Rd. is shameful all by itself. 
Public transportation in and out could be improved for all surrounding neighborhoods to get in and 
out of parole. 
West Street is the primary bottleneck getting around this area and causes the majority of traffic 
issues. 
More attractive apartment and condo living options with public commuter options to DC & Balt & 
Major employment Facilities, like NSA. 
Would like to be able to walk/bike more places within Parole. 
Additional open space and green areas are needed in Parole. 
The county has a lack of vision for Parole. I think they should look at places like 
Clarendon/Courthouse, Va as inspiration. They have fun bars an resturants with excellent retail. In 
addition, they have a good mix of business and multi family with single family homes on the 
outskirts of town. Focusing on bicycle paths is so unnecessary as the weather is rarely good enough 
to bike places and no one actually would bike anyway. 
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Lack of recreational opportunities like a dog park, walking paths, and a swim center that barely has 
any programming. I’m tired of driving to Arnold or Bowie to do water aerobics and water walking 
 
 
11. Transportation Alternatives. Expanded and safe bicycle and pedestrian facilities 
can fulfill the strong desire of residents for a better connected multimodal 
transportation network and improve congestion. 

 
Not by taking away traffic lines, congestion is already an issue 
I generally agree with this broad statement; however, piece meaning improvements together is 
ineffective and inefficient. The County will need to play an expanded role or promote increased 
density and development footprints to tackle this initiative. 
Truly safe bicycle paths and storage options for commuting. 
Incorporate bicycle and pedestrian facilities in new development projects 
I would walk to the mall and Big Bean if I didn’t have to walk in the weeds along Generals Highway 
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12. Transit Options. Proximity to major transportation routes presents an opportunity 
for a regional transit hub and more public transportation options. 

 
We sure be sure there is adequate demand before investing in an expensive transit hub vs. 
incremental improvements to existing facilities like the Truman Park n Ride 
I’d prefer to walk/bike 
 
13. Infrastructure Investments. Roadway improvements should include congestion 
relief, and can work in tandem with transportation alternatives to support better 
mobility and connectivity. 

 
Don't add lanes - that will make traffic worse. Change the flows and provide alternate modes 
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Anything to give an option other than traveling on West Street to the heart of Parole would be 
helpful.  
Work with new developments to incorporate transportation improvements. 
The traffic from 450/Housley and generals Highway getting into 50 is terrible 
 
14. Redevelopment and Revitalization. Carefully planned redevelopment can adapt 
existing sites and buildings for reuse to meet changing residential and non-
residential needs.  Attractive design elements—such as architectural features and 
amenities for residents and visitors—will create a unique identity and sense of place 
for the Parole area. 

 
But more open spaces and less paving. 
Bring back the oyster boats to Ego Alley where they belong before you take on anything else and get 
our teachers their back steps FIRST AND FORMOST. 
Redevelopment needs to be carefully planned, but not restrictive. Old, outdated, and unattractive 
uses should be prioritized for redevelopment. 
Repurpose half of our dead mall by Sears! 
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15. Public Gathering Space. The Parole Town Center would benefit from additional 
community gathering spaces and amenities to support active and passive recreation, 
and community events. 

 
As long as it does not increase development 
We need better parking facilities to use these spaces. 
Only if transportation solutions are considered as well. But if so, strongly agree. 
This needs to be a top priority for the area around the mall and Bestgate 
 
16. Green Investments. Development should be environmentally friendly with green 
space, innovative stormwater management systems, and walkable environments. 
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Yes, but this needs to take an urban approach. It will be very difficult to find feasible projects if large 
green spaces, vast SWM devices, etc. are required. Sustainable urban redevelopment techniques 
should be implemented to allow for successful redevelopment in the Parole area. 
This should be a city requirement for all new investments and cost savings of things like stormwater 
mitigation should be factored into the long-term costs. This can be a money saver over the long-
term. 
Incorporate these initiatives in new development projects. 
 
17. Housing Choice. Parole's excellent location and strong market for residential 
demand make the Town Center a compelling place to activate County policies and 
programs that support housing opportunities for all residents. Providing housing at all 
levels of affordability will ensure that more current and future residents can benefit 
from ongoing investment in Parole. 

 
Annapolis needs MORE affordable housing!!!!!! 
I think we have plenty of housing opportunities- focus on revitalizing retail and green space and 
sidewalks. You can’t add housing until you deal with the traffic congestion. 
 
18. Please use this space to share any open ended-feedback about opportunities in 
Parole. 
 
Building more residential areas without addressing the congestion is a huge issue. 
You need to extend the walkability to a larger portion of Parole. Walking/biking bridges and tunnels 
that separate users from motorized traffic will be needed to be successful in attracting residents. 
Tell your Rec and Parks folks to make the Riva swim center more customer friendly with drop in 
water aerobics and water walking classes before work or after work hours  
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19. Please use this space to comment freely on any element of these statements of 
the master plan process.  
 
Overall, there needs to be more focus to enhance the design guidelines in the Master Development 
Plan to keep the small town charm but with big city magic. The allure of Parole area comes from the 
rich history but also should grow with the times of the changing economy. Additionally, easier 
processes for development approvals would help encourage/incentivize business owners to open up 
shops. Would be great to develop a green program for developers. 
More emphasis should be on maintaining what exists instead of developing more in the Parole area. 
Maintaining Green spaces would be more beneficial from a communal and environmental 
standpoint in this area. I don't see the need for more 'luxury' apartment complexes and condos in 
this area that are only providing homes and spaces for the wealthy and not to mention are developed 
quickly and not designed to last long term. Businesses go in and out in the Parole area quite 
frequently which isn't surprising when the cost of the surrounding living spaces are so high many 
cannot afford to shop at the shops in the area. Not to mention that more times than not, the areas 
developed push drainage issues downstream and additional impervious surfaces negatively impact 
surrounding streams and water bodies. The one part I like about parole, is the ability to walk many 
places easily while also passing forested/natural areas along the way. 
There are many empty or virtually empty office space with in this area. If you want to add public 
transportation, it much be affordable, reliable and also frequents, since much of the congestion is 
cause by short and what should be quick trips. 
More Green, More vertical living, more public transit, more community shops on the ground floor 
and living above. more old world feel on the street. 
Dead mall, exit to 50, sidewalks, and a more active swim center are my top concerns. Adding a 
Wegmans where Sears was would be great too. 
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Parole Town Center Preliminary Draft Master Plan – Civil Space Engagement 
(January 2022, 28 responses) 

 
1. How well does the Preliminary Draft address Bicycle and Pedestrian Amenities? 

 
2. How well does the Preliminary Draft address the environment? 
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3. How well does the Preliminary Draft address housing? 

 
4. How well does the Preliminary Draft address the retail environment? 
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5. How well does the Preliminary Draft address creating a sense of place? 

 
6. How well does the Preliminary Draft address traffic? 
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7. Open Comments Received: 
Annapolis Towne Centre's senior friendly environment should be a major consideration. 
Bike lines within the area can create a danger for the elderly as seen in many European 
cities where they have been implemented within busy city centers. As such, bike lines 
should be limited within the ATC limits to ensure the safety of its majority residents 
(e.g.Grand View condos). Safety should be considered as the number one goal within 
the Parole draft plans as transit hubs and centers often attract crime and inappropriate 
activities. No one wants to see a plan that brings with it the problems inherent with 
big cities like Baltimore City and DC. Most Annapolis and Parole residents choose to 
live in the area to avoid the trappings associated with larger urban communities. It is 
the hope of the Annapolis Towne Centre residents and business communities that the 
city will keep these important issues in mind to ensure that the area remains a safe 
place to live, work, dine, and shop. 
Jan 20, 2022 
 
I don't see anything about a dog park. I would like to see a dog park with artificial turf 
and a space for small and large dogs. Patterson Park in Baltimore City has a great 
space that could serve as a model. 
Jan 17, 2022 
 
Specific info needed to really “see”what the area will look like & traffic info. Too hard to 
imagine with the info you gave 
Jan 16, 2022 
 
Our family fully supports the modification to the 2040 plan removing Gate Drive/Court 
and Herndon from the plan allowing this vibrant long term county 
residents/communities to remain intact. We want to thank the Planning and Zoning 
team specifically Patrick Hughes for taking the time to listen and arrange calls to 
enable our community to provide input on this plan.  
Jan 13, 2022 
 
Pedestrian walkways over West Street and Solomons Island Road would be a good 
place to start as well as sidewalks that connect Harbour Center to Forest Plaza. 
Emphasis on walking and biking as alternatives to using a car must be backed up more 
public transportation that will facilitate mobility throughout the area and outside of it. 
Most of the shopping areas and parks are not accessible by walking or biking and even 
if they become so people still have to navigate through severe weather. For people 
with physical mobility issues there is no curb to curb transit service except for medical 
appointments and going to the senior center. It is essentially a transit desert and if the 
goal is to have housing for all stages of life and situations this must be a priority. Not 
everyone will be able to walk or bike through the area. Connecting bus service to 
Annapolis transit would help. Green spaces and pocket parks could be built over 
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existing parking lots. So could housing. The plan is well thought out and now needs 
innovative thinking to actualize the goals. 
Jan 11, 2022 
 
Can’t solve vehicle congestion with transit and bicycle usage. Must fix key traffic 
bottlenecks with physical improvements to reach your goals. Without this your plan will 
fai. 
Jan 4, 2022 
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